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Benefits of QuattlokTM

The conical sealing design of QuattlokTM ensures
that the metal sealing components are never in
contact until the final degree of closure, resulting
in repeatable sealing and a vastly extended valve
life. In other valves, the steady effects of
deformation and friction substantially decrease the
life expectancy after the first operation. In contrast,
Quattlok’s triple offset design can provide reliable valve
performance for a longer period. 

QuattlokTM is designed to offer optimal sealing over the total product range.
This is achieved by employing a laminated seal in the body. Metal-to-metal
sealing allows for higher pressure and temperature applications, while still
providing bubble-tight shut off. No cavities exist between the sealing
components, in contrast to some conventional concentric and double offset
valves. Thus, the ingress of particles is eliminated. The need for minimum
maintenance due to the robust design, with the added advantage of a
field replaceable seat and seal components, reduces the cost. 

QuattlokTM Offset Geometry
1st & 2nd Offset_To allow the dislocation of the seat, the shaft is offset from the center line for the body seal,
disc seat, and center line of the bore. This double offset feature creates a camming action during operation to
lift the seat out of the seal, which leads to friction during the first opening to 10° and final closing to 10°. 

3rd Offset_The third offset is the geometry design of the sealing
components. The components are individually machined to
produce an offset conical profile, which leads to a right-angle
cone. This does not allow any friction throughout its
operating cycle. Contact is only made at the final closing
moment at the 90° angle.  

4th Offset_In accordance with the application requirements,
a specially produced additional offset is applied in
QuattlokTM at the sealing position of the disc and body
seat. This has recently been called a quadruple offset in the
market. 

QuattlokTM With the advancement of technology, industrial plants
are likely to diversify and become more complex. Accordingly,
offshore and onshore plant industries tend to focus on not only
improving, but also maintaining and managing the uniformity of
their products through enhancing energy efficiencies and
simplifying processes with automatic control between
components. The design requirements related to temperature,
pressure, flow rate, etc. have become more severe because of
the trend of building larger plants and production facilities. 

QuattlokTM is a leading brand of offset butterfly valves
designed and manufactured by Qublock Technology Co., Ltd.
Our rich history of engineering excellence gives us the
necessary knowledge to design QuattlokTM for the most
demanding applications. QuattlokTM innovative offset butterfly
valves serve customers across a broad range of industries,
including conventional power, oil & gas; refinery;
desalination; chemical processing; pulp & paper mill; and
special applications. 

The QuattlokTM offset butterfly valve body includes a
laminated metal seat ring, composed of alternating layers of
corrosion-resistant alloy and composite graphite. Each
individual lamination provides an independent seal,
unaffected by damage to the others. While improving the
long-term sealing properties, the resilience of this laminated
design also allows lower operating torques. 

Qublock Technology’s products are highly rated by
customers due to its engineering expertise in relation to
product reliability and performance. Qublock’s aftermarket
services are also admired by customers because of their
product knowledge and responsiveness.

Introduction



Superior Bearing / Bushing Design 
The placement of the bushings near the centerline of the disc
helps to eliminate the shaft bending associated with torque-
seated valves. Whereas other triple offset valves place their
bushing within the body, Quattlok’s bushing protrudes into the
waterway to provide the most efficiency. Graphite bushing
protector rings help to protect against the infiltration of
particulates into the bushing.

Fugitive Emission Design 
According to the international fugitive emission standard, ISO
15848, QuattlokTM minimizes the emission level by its shaft and
packing arrangements. The metal seal supports a soft sealing
gasket to reduce emissions.  

ISO 5211 Mounting Plate 
Based on the ISO 5211 standard for a mounting plate, it is easy
to assemble an actuator and brackets without the application of
any special design. Even if the actuator specifications are
changed, no modifications of the mounting parts are required.  

Optimum Hard Facing
Various Qublock hard-facing solutions can be used to provide
high resistance to harsh impacts in critical applications such as
hydro-carbon, polysilicon, coal gasification, HP steam, and urea
processes. Qublock enhances the wear/corrosion resistance of
the disc and seat material.

Anti Blowout
In compliance with API 609, a
QuattlokTM valve shaft is
designed to avoid blowout in a
situation where the actuator is
removed or when any problem
occurs with the internal
components of the valve.

Customized Shaft Extension 
The QuattlokTM shaft extension can be customized to meet a
customer’s needs. The optimum shaft length and material are
selected by considering the operation torque, fluid temperature,
and application conditions. 

Inherent Fire Safe Function
A metal-to-metal seal and grafoil gasket provide an inherent fire
safe function in accordance with the last edition of API 607 (6th).

Design Benefits
Bolt Free Disc Design 
A disc design with no stud bolts minimizes fluid flow
interruptions during its operation and prevents a Cv reduction.
This design fundamentally protects the valve disc from any
bolting damage and provides a longer valve life expectancy.

Gland Seal Performance 
QuattlokTM provides less load packing due to a 90° rotation and
less shaft deflection because of a shorter shaft length. In
addition, the shaft sealing area is never exposed to the
atmosphere. In contrast, other valves have disadvantages such
as a heavy load on the packing area, shaft defection, and a shaft
sealing area that is exposed to the atmosphere.  

Optimum Disc & Shaft Arrangement 
A rigid one-piece shaft is fixed to the disc with taper pins, which
lowers the hysteresis. Enclosing the shaft in the disc protects

against aggressive media. The hydro-dynamically
efficient disc profile improves the flow

capability and reduces the pressure
drop. 
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QF-Series : Latest Generation of Process Valves 
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Standard Specifications

Performance Benefits 
Bubble Tight Shut Off
Whereas a double offset metal-seated butterfly valve cannot achieve a tight shut-off, QuattlokTM realizes a
tight shut-off using Qublock’s specially designed sealing mechanism in accordance with leakage class VI. 

Friction Free Sealing 
QuattlokTM uses a camming action, which reduces galling or scratching on the sealing surfaces
between the disc and seat. This camming action also reduces the possibility of jamming
between the sealing elements. The QuattlokTM disc’s sealing surface has different angles at
all its points, and the sealing surfaces of the elliptical sealing system are in contact at the
final position. The contact point is released immediately upon opening. This mechanism
eliminates friction throughout the operation cycle. 

Cavity Free 
The standard bushing protection ring is not effective in preventing fouling of the bushings
associated with an aggressive line medium. The QuattlokTM bushing design guarantees that the line
media does not get into the bushing cavity. QuattlokTM sealed bearings provide zero-to-low-ppm
performance out of the stem packing. Thus, there is no cavity to allow a build-up of solids. 

Low Maintenance Cost 
QuattlokTM provides a low cost of ownership to customers through its extended life cycle, emissions
control, fewer downtime, and low maintenance costs. The interchangeability of parts, including shafts
and discs, also simplifies the maintenance and minimizes maintenance costs. 

Higher Cv Values
A butterfly valve’s Cv value varies according to the disc angle and valve design. The optimal disc
geometry and cavity-free flow passage of QuattlokTM provide minimum flow resistance and reduce the
dead zone, which lead to a high Cv value.

Design API Std 609, ASME B16.34, ASME B16.25 
Valve Sizes 3”- 60” 
Pressure Classes ASME Class 150, 300, 600, 900, 1500, 2500,  JIS 10K, 20K, 30K, 40K, 63K
Body Style Wafer, Lugged, Double Flanged, Butt Weld Ends
Flange Accommodation ASME B16.5:DN80 - DN600, ASME B16.47 Series A & B DN650-DN1500

API, JPI, BS, DIN, ISO available
Face-to-Face Dimensions API Std 609, ISO 5752, ASME B16.10, EN 558
Pressure-Temperature Ratings ASME B16.34 and 16.24

Working Temperature Range as Standard -29°C to +350°C
With selection of suitable material and extended bonnet.   
Low Temp. - 196°C,  High Temp. +600°C

Pressure Test Shell Test : API Std 598, ASME B16.34 
Seat Leakage Test : API Std 598, ISO 5208, ANSI/FCI 70-2

Firesafe API Std 607
Leakage Rate API Std 598, ISO 5208 Rate A, Tight Shut Off,  ANSI/FCI 70-2 Class VI



Laminated Body Seat 
The QuattlokTM laminated seat ring realizes bubble tight shut-off to any application. The elements of the laminated metal plate consist of various
metals such as Monel, Inconel, and Hastelloy depending on the application. Whereas other laminated seat ring designs have not reached complete
sealing due to destructive line media’s attacking the graphite and binders, the layered laminated seat ring realizes zero leakage. QuattlokTM offers
the widest laminated seat ring in the market. This wide lamination of stainless steel
and graphite provides an enough sealing surface when it is seated against
particulates. Multiple laminations and multiple sealing surfaces help to achieve the
complete  leakage free sealing.

ISO 15848 - Fugitive Emission Design
Increasing the plant safety level is considered as one of the most important issues for
plant management. Therefore Qublock technology offers packing options in order to
achieve a low emission level according to ISO 15848. Other packing options can be
applied if specific packing options are demanded.

Double Gland Packing
Two sets of graphite packing are applied to increase the sealing performance. If the
first packing set is damaged by fluid conditions such as heat, high pressure &
temperature, and etc., the second packing set keeps the sealing performance. 

Lantern Ring with Injection Port
A lantern ring is inserted between the two gland packing for injecting gas inside the
works for isolation sealing on the gland packing and for leakage check.  

Live Loading Gland Bolts
Spring installed on each gland stud can be used to provide a continuous compressive
force on the gland that permanently maintains load retention for the stem packing to
avoid fugitive emission.
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Technical Advantages & Benefits
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Special Packing Option  
Thermiculite Packing
Thermiculite packing is the optimal option for high-temperature oxidizing conditions. The commonly used graphite packing has heat resistance, but
it can be damaged at temperature greater than 400°C. Quattlok’s thermiculite packing provides a long performance life by enduring high
temperatures while maintaining a pure fluid. This packing is used instead of graphite for gland packing because of the low operating temperature
of graphite. 

FFKM O-ring 
An elastomer O-ring can be used at temperatures of up to 280°C to realize high corrosion resistance. Furthermore, an additional sealing option can
be added to other standard materials because it requires only a small space for installation.   

Body Seat Design 
The basic sealing principle of QuattlokTM is the application of a conical sealing system. Some valve designs have an integral seat to the valve body
and a laminated disc seat located directly in the path of the flow media. The laminated seat of QuattlokTM is located in the body, and the solid seal
is secured to the disc, which reduces the direct exposure of the seal to the flow. This design also allows easy field maintenance.

Disc Seat Design Qublock Body Seat Design

Fire Safe API 607  
QuattlokTM is designed according to API 607 6th
edition and complies with ISO 10497. All parts
for fire-safe design are engineered in two
phases: Grafoil gasket and metal to metal.
QuattlokTM maintains its continuous operation
even after a fire, thereby preventing leakage in
accordance with the API 607 standard and
offering protection against hazards. QuattlokTM

does not cause any problems during an
emergency and provides the ultimate solution &
trust to customers in industries such as Oil & Gas
and Chemical & Petrochemical.
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Special and Severe Applications
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Cryogenic Butterfly Valves 
Today, There is demand for industrial valves to operate under conditions such as temperatures as low -196°C to provide
suitable tight shut-off solutions in industries such as LNG and LPG processing. Even though the industrial standard is getting
higher, few valve manufacturers can meet the requirements. However, Qublock’s specially designed cryogenic butterfly valves
offer its valuable customers the ultimate solutions for leak tight isolation, throttling, and flow control through quick operations.   

Triple Offset Design for Cryogenic Applications 
The triple offset design of Qublock’s special sealing mechanism allows a
high level of shut-off performance. 

Rugged One Piece Shaft Design
Qublock’s one piece shaft design prevents stem failure and provides
actuator torque under low-temperature conditions. 

Extended Bonnet 
An extended bonnet composed of a sufficiently large gas column keeps
the stem packing away from cryogenic fluids. Usually, supplied in a
fabricated or cast condition with a minimum length of 250 mm,
Qublock’s design capability provides a solution to the customer’s specific
need. The extension bonnet is linked to the valve using an ISO standard
flange connection. 

Low Fugitive Emission
The quarter turn operation lowers fugitive emissions compared to the
operation of multi-turn-type valves. Qublock can offer valuable gland
packing options that are suitable for various customer requirements. 

BS (British Standard) 6364
The newly invented QF-series Quattlok butterfly valve was able to
achieve zero leakage at -196°C during a test in accordance with British
Standard (BS) 6364. The latest version of Qublock’s triple offset butterfly
valve has eliminated several disadvantages, especially for cryogenic
applications.  

Suitable for Extremely Low Temperature Use
Qublock’s cryogenic butterfly valve is designed to provide throttling or on-off
control of liquids and gases at cryogenic temperatures as low as -196°C.

Applicable Rating  
ASME Class 150, 300, 600, 900, 1500, 2500, JIS 10K, 20K, 30K, 40K, 63K. 

Because of reduced plant availability and profitability, cavitation is always a
concern to plant operators and maintenance personnel. Cavitation not only
decreases the flow through a valve, but it also causes material damage,
excessive noise, and excessive vibration. Qublock provides a specially
designed “ANTI-CAVITATION” trim device for its control butterfly valve
based on a careful engineering review of the process applications.
Compared to a typical butterfly valve, this special anti-noise trim minimizes
cavitation more efficiently and prevents operational problems. 

Perfect Solutions for Cavitation Problems 
Qublock’s anti-cavitation trim design provides improved performance in demanding applications
such as oil & gas production, oil refinery, fertilizer, ethylene, and propylene applications. Reduced
vibration & cavitation, lower operating torques, and a longer valve life cycle while withstanding a high
pressure drop are optimally achieved through Qublock’s low noise trim valves. 

Special Trim Design   
Qublock’s anti-noise trim can be selected to combat the damaging effects of cavitation using an isolation or elimination technique. The Qublock trim
is specially designed based on trim service conditions.

Tight Shut Off Performance 
Qublock provides a tight shut-off performance with the anti-noise trim design. If seat leakage occurs when a valve is closed, the fluid moves quickly
from a high-pressure area to a low-pressure area, which may result in cavitation and potential damage. For this reason, a tight shut-off performance
is important. 

Qublock Special Trim Advantages 
● Reduced Vibration  ● Low Noise Levels  ● Anti-Cavitation  ● Bubble Tight Shut Off

Low Noise Trim



※Notes : 1. All QUBLOCK valves are rated fully in accordance with ASME B16.34.       2. WCB is permissible but not recommended for prolonged use above 425°C (as per ASME B16.34). 
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QF-Series : Technical Information 
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Standard Materials of Construction 
The standard materials are listed below. Quattlok offers special materials in accordance with the customers’ fluid condition. If you need a special
material, please contact Qublock Technology.

Double Flange Design

1 Body A216 Gr WCB A351 Gr CF8M
4 Bottom Plug A576 Gr 1045 A276 Tp 316

10 Disc A351 Gr CF8M A351 Gr CF8M
13 Seat Ring A240 Tp 316 & Graphite A240 Tp 316 & Graphite
25 Shaft 17-4PH 17-4PH
54 Bottom Plug(Hex. Bolt) A193 Gr B7 A193 Gr B8M
59 Packing Gland A276 Tp 304 A276 Tp 316
60 Gland Flange A240 Tp 304 A240 Tp 316
61 Gland Bolt(Stud Bolt) A193 Gr B8 A193 Gr B8M
62 Gland Nut(Hex. Nut) A194 Gr 8 A194 Gr 8M
68 Shaft Bearing A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
69 Upper Shaft Bush A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
71 Lower Shaft Bush A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
91 Thrust Bearing A479 Tp XM-19 A479 Tp XM-19
100 Gland Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
103 Seat Gasket GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
403 Retaining(Set Screw) A193 Gr B8 A193 Gr B8M
214 Retaining Ring A240 Tp 304 A240 Tp 316
260 Thrust Collar A240 Tp 304 A240 Tp 316
261 Retaining Pin A276 Tp 304 A276 Tp 316
262 Shaft Retainer A276 Tp 304 A276 Tp 316
270 Bottom Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
271 Bush Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
433 Disc Pin A479 Tp 316 A479 Tp 316
502 Key A576 Gr 1045 A576 Gr 1045

Body in Stainless SteelPart Name Body in Carbon SteelItem No.

Lug Design

1 Body A216 Gr WCB A351 Gr CF8M
4 Bottom Plug A576 Gr 1045 A276 Tp 316

10 Disc A351 Gr CF8M A351 Gr CF8M
13 Seat Ring A240 Tp 316 & Graphite A240 Tp 316 & Graphite
25 Shaft 17-4PH 17-4PH
54 Bottom Plug(Hex. Bolt) A193 Gr B7 A193 Gr B8M
59 Packing Gland A276 Tp 304 A276 Tp 316
60 Gland Flange A240 Tp 304 A240 Tp 316
61 Gland Bolt(Stud Bolt) A193 Gr B8 A193 Gr B8M
62 Gland Nut(Hex. Nut) A194 Gr 8 A194 Gr 8M
68 Shaft Bearing A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
69 Upper Shaft Bush A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
71 Lower Shaft Bush A439 Tp D-2 A439 Tp D-2
91 Thrust Bearing A479 Tp XM-19 A479 Tp XM-19
100 Gland Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
103 Seat Gasket GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
403 Retaining(Wrench Bolt) A193 Gr B8 A193 Gr B8M
214 Retaining Ring A240 Tp 304 A240 Tp 316
262 Shaft Retainer A276 Tp 304 A276 Tp 316
270 Bottom Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
271 Bush Packing GRAPHITE GRAPHITE
433 Disc Pin A479 Tp 316 A479 Tp 316
502 Key A576 Gr 1045 A576 Gr 1045

Body in Stainless SteelPart Name Body in Carbon SteelItem No.

Engineering Experience & Strict In-house Testing
Based on the decades of rich field experience of Qublock’s engineers, QuattlokTM achieves friction-free performance, tight shut-off, and perfect fluid
control in severe and harsh environments. In accordance with international standards such as ISO, API, and ANSI/FCI, Qublock strictly controls its
production and product quality, thereby providing the ultimate solutions to customers in terms of efficient facility management in various industries. 

Pressure-Temperature Ratings: ASME B16.34 
QuattlokTM valve materials that conform to the ASME B16.34 standard class pressure-temperature ratings are shown on the graph. These ratings
apply to all of Quattlok’s cast, forged, and fabricated steel valves.


